Low back pain (LBP) is one of the most common and costly medical problems in western society.\textsuperscript{2, 36, 39} The problem affects both the young and the old and often well-conditioned athletes. The etiology of LBP is diverse, and many factors have been associated with its incidence. Soft-tissue weakness in the area surrounding the lumbar spine is often mentioned as a primary risk factor for LBP.\textsuperscript{2, 11, 59, 63, 68} Likewise, strengthening the lower back musculature has long been recognized as an important component in the rehabilitation of LBP.\textsuperscript{2, 43, 54, 55} Thus it is important to study the physiologic principles associated with improving lumbar muscle strength and endurance. Training for muscular strength is also associated with the strengthening of connective tissue.\textsuperscript{31, 84}

New technology, e.g., methods for standardizing testing procedures and computerized dynamometers, have improved evaluation techniques for determining the muscular strength and endurance of the lumbar extensor muscles. For example, the measurement of lumbar extension strength is complicated by the involvement of the stronger gluteal and hamstring muscles. Mayer and Greenberg\textsuperscript{52} noted that the lumbar-pelvic rhythm, i.e., a compound movement that involves pelvic rotation plus lumbar extension, during lumbar testing contributed to the lumbar extension strength measurement. New technology has now made it possible to isolate the lumbar muscles by pelvic stabilization so that the lumbar musculature can be more effectively measured and trained.\textsuperscript{38, 77}

This chapter will summarize the basic physiologic principles associated with muscular strength evaluation, as well as the development and maintenance of muscular strength through exercise training. Within this framework, much of our research experience with testing and training the isolated lumbar extensor muscles will be synthesized and reviewed. Normative data for both men and women and strength curve interpretation will be provided. Other important factors will be discussed with regard to evaluating and conditioning the lumbar extensor musculature, e.g., static and dynamic testing techniques, muscle fiber fatigue characteristics, the effect of counterweighting to account for the weight of the head and torso mass, the concept of stored energy (total torque and net muscular torque [NMT]), lumbar muscle strength curves, and the trainability of the isolated lumbar extensor muscles.

**BASIC MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PRINCIPLES OF RESISTANCE TRAINING**

Muscular strength refers to the maximum amount of force or tension that a muscle or muscle group can generate. Muscular endurance pertains to the ability of a muscle to sustain repeated contractions of a submaximal nature. Each plays an important role in the treatment and prevention of LBP and injury.\textsuperscript{45} Moreover, muscular strength and endurance may be improved through a program of resistance training.\textsuperscript{29} For this reason, clinicians should be familiar with the basic principles of resistance training. While the theory behind resistance training is simple; strengthen a muscle by making it work harder (the overload principle), the physiologic process by which a muscle becomes stronger is complex and involves neural, morphologic, and biochemical adaptations.\textsuperscript{58}

Physiologic responses to resistance training include improvements in muscular strength and endurance and increases in muscle mass,\textsuperscript{81} bone mass,\textsuperscript{79} and connective tissue thickness.\textsuperscript{79} Additional responses include alterations in stored levels of intramuscular aerobic and anaerobic metabolites and enzymes\textsuperscript{12} and enhanced motor unit recruitment.\textsuperscript{75} Increases in muscle mass occur primarily due to the hypertrophy of individual muscle fibers. This process is related to an accelerated synthesis of the contractile proteins within the muscle cell. The key factor initiating muscular hypertrophy is an increase in the tension or force that the muscle must generate. It is this increase in muscular tension that also causes the proliferation of associated bone and connective tissue cells.\textsuperscript{79}
In addition to an increase in muscle mass, neural adaptations contribute greatly to improved levels of muscular strength and endurance. With regular exercise, the neural control of muscular contraction is enhanced. This occurs primarily as a result of greater motor unit recruitment and an increase in the frequency of motor unit firing. Resistance training may also cause the abatement of protective sensory mechanisms (such as the Golgi tendon reflex) that normally inhibit muscular contraction and the expression of strength. The relative contributions of hypertrophy and neural adaptation differ along the time course of strength development. During the initial stages of a resistance training program (the first 3 to 4 weeks) gains in strength are primarily due to neural changes. Beyond this point, hypertrophy becomes the major factor accounting for further gains in strength. This has important implications concerning the duration of resistance training programs in which hypertrophy is a primary consideration.

The fiber-type composition of a muscle is another important consideration in the development of strength and endurance. Most skeletal muscles consist of a heterogeneous mixture of several fiber types. The performance or functional characteristics of a muscle are dependent on the relative distribution of these fiber types within the muscle. Although there is a broad spectrum of fiber types, generally three basic types are described. A muscle consisting mainly of slow-twitch (type I) fibers will demonstrate a limited potential for force production and an enhanced capacity for muscular endurance. A muscle consisting mainly of fast-twitch (type IIA and IIB) fibers will demonstrate an enhanced potential for force production and a limited capacity for muscular endurance. Type I fibers are associated with a high oxidative (aerobic) capacity and type IIB fibers with a high glycolytic (anaerobic) capacity. The type IIA fibers appear to adapt toward a more oxidative or glycolytic characteristic depending on how they are stimulated, i.e., trained for strength or trained for endurance. A muscle consisting of an even mixture of type I and type II fibers will display moderate capacities for both strength and endurance.

The fiber-type composition of a muscle has a bearing on the degree to which the overall functional capacity of the muscle may be altered or improved through resistance training. A predominantly fast-twitch muscle possesses greater potential for improvements in strength and hypertrophy than a predominantly slow-twitch muscle does. The opposite would be true for the development of muscular endurance.

Resistance training is associated with specific alterations in the metabolic characteristics of a muscle. High-intensity resistance training is associated with increases in the concentration of phosphogenic and glycolytic substrates and an increase in the activities of enzymes reflecting an anaerobic-glycolytic metabolism. Long-term high-intensity strength training is also associated with the attenuation of certain aerobic-oxidative enzymes. These changes reflect an overall reduction in the aerobic capacity of muscle and, as mentioned above, are associated with the transformation of the characteristics of the type IIA fiber to the type IIB fiber. Moderate to low-intensity resistance training has been shown to promote increases in the activity of enzymes associated with aerobic metabolism.

Another consideration in the response of a muscle to resistance training is the order of fiber-type recruitment. Motor units are generally recruited in order of their size, with the largest-strongest motor units being recruited last. When the demands of exercise require little force production from a muscle, as in lifting a light weight very slowly, motor units of slow-twitch fibers are recruited. As the weight load or speed of movement increases and greater force becomes necessary, motor units of fast-twitch fibers are also recruited. This pattern of recruitment ensures that slow-twitch fibers are recruited during the performance of low-intensity and long-duration (aerobic) activities. Fast-twitch fibers are only recruited during high-intensity (anaerobic) activities.

The components of the prescription for resistance exercise training include frequency, intensity, volume, duration, and mode of activity. Depending on the goals of the training program, these components may be manipulated in such a way as to elicit a specific training response.

The frequency of resistance training refers to the number of training sessions completed per week. Although there are relatively few studies reporting the effects of various training frequencies on the development of muscular strength, it is generally felt that a minimum of three workouts per week per muscle group is required to produce optimal improvements. However, recent research has shown that training one time per week is sufficient to produce maximal improvements in the strength of the isolated lumbar extensor muscles. This response to training one time per week appears to be unique to the lumbar extensors and will be discussed later in this chapter under "training responses."

The requirements for resistance exercise training frequency vary on an individual basis. Several factors determine an individual's optimal training frequency. The foremost of these is the ability to recover. This refers to the amount of rest required between training sessions. It has been demonstrated that three training sessions per week performed on alternate days (one day of rest between) allows adequate recovery, especially for the novice exerciser. Several sources suggest that as one advances and is better able to tolerate resistance exercises, training fre-
quency may be increased.\textsuperscript{5, 20, 80} Recovery ability is therefore partially dependent on the training status of the muscle.

Recovery ability is also affected by the intensity of training. Generally, a more intense training session necessitates a longer rest period. This is likely related to the degree of "damage" inflicted on the exercising muscle. Several sources suggest using the degree of residual muscle soreness as a parameter to determine the adequacy of recovery following a training session.\textsuperscript{20} If soreness or fatigue are still present to a great degree at the onset of subsequent training sessions, this is probably an indication of incomplete recovery. Under these circumstances, the frequency, intensity, or volume of training may have to be reduced to prevent more serious muscular injury and symptoms of overtraining.

The intensity of training refers to the degree of overload that a muscle encounters during exercise. The required intensity of resistance training differs depending on the specific goals of a program. High-intensity exercises employ a high level of resistance and a low number of repetitions. Low-intensity exercises employ a low resistance and a high number of repetitions. High-intensity exercises stimulate maximal improvements in muscular strength, whereas low-intensity exercises are best suited for developing muscular endurance. According to Fleck and Kraemer,\textsuperscript{20} repetition maximum (RM) loads of 6 or less have the greatest effect on strength development, while RM loads of 20 or more have the greatest effect on the development of muscular endurance. RM loads ranging between 6 and 20 would stimulate improvements in both strength and endurance, although the magnitude of improvement would not be as great for either. This is why most experts recommend 8 to 12 repetitions of exercise for general fitness and strength endurance development.\textsuperscript{73, 88} It should be noted that an increase in muscular strength is associated with an increase in muscular endurance. As maximal strength increases, the percentage of strength needed to lift a given weight load decreases.

Training volume refers to the total amount of exercise performed during a single training session. This is usually expressed in terms of the total number of sets completed per exercise session, along with the total number of repetitions completed per set. The total time under load is another way to express training volume. The general consensus in the literature is that two to five sets of exercise are required to stimulate maximal gains in strength.\textsuperscript{20} However, substantial improvements in strength result from completing a single set of exercises performed to volitional fatigue (maximum effort).\textsuperscript{9} There is much controversy concerning the number of sets required to develop maximal strength. This controversy exists due to the fact that training intensity varies among sets used in multiple-set training studies, i.e., volitional fatigue may not have been required for all sets. As will be discussed later in this chapter under "training responses," a recent study that compared the effect of one vs. two sets of exercise (8 to 12 RM) found one set to be equally as effective for the development of isolated lumbar extension strength.\textsuperscript{34}

The duration of training refers to the length of a resistance training program. This is usually expressed in terms of the number of weeks or months of training. As mentioned previously, neural adaptation is primarily responsible for improvements in muscular strength during the early stages of a resistance training program, after which hypertrophy accounts for most of the strength gain. Significant increases in muscle mass have been observed within 2 months following the onset of resistance training.\textsuperscript{21} Near-maximum improvements in strength are known to occur following as little as 12 weeks of resistance training.\textsuperscript{12} However, peak improvements in strength and hypertrophy typically require a much longer duration of training.\textsuperscript{90} An atrophied or weak muscle possesses a greater potential for hypertrophy and strength gain than does a trained muscle.\textsuperscript{11, 33} Moreover, an atrophied or weak muscle will also demonstrate a faster rate of growth and strength gain than a trained muscle. However, since an atrophied muscle is further away from achieving its maximum potential for growth and strength development, it will most likely require a longer duration of training.

The mode of activity refers to the type of exercise employed during a resistance training program. Muscular strength and/or endurance may be developed through the use of either isometric (IM) or dynamic exercise. IM exercise stimulates improved levels of strength, but only at or near the specific joint angle trained.\textsuperscript{42} With IM exercise, multiple contractions at different joint angles are required in order to stimulate improvements in strength throughout a full range of motion (ROM). Full-range improvements in strength are achieved through the use of dynamic exercise, provided that they are performed slowly throughout a full ROM.\textsuperscript{29} Dynamic exercises that require both concentric and eccentric contractions of the exercising muscle have been shown to produce superior gains in strength vs. the same exercise requiring either concentric or eccentric contractions only.\textsuperscript{31}

The mode of activity is related to the type of resistance training equipment used during training. The various types of resistance training equipment differ according to the nature of the resistance they provide, with most equipment providing one of three types of resistance: (1) constant load, (2) variable resistance, or (3) isokinetic (accommodating) resistance.

Constant-load devices provide a consistent, unchang-
ing weight load throughout all points of a given ROM. This is not to be confused with constant resistance, which requires that the resistance be continually applied perpendicular to the moving limb or body segment. The most widely used form of constant-load devices are free weights or barbells. Free weights are extremely popular because of their affordability, diversity, and overall ease of use. However, strength is known to vary throughout a range of joint motion. With free weights exercise is limited by the weakest position in the ROM. In other words, one may lift only as much weight as possible at the weakest joint angle. Thus, the muscle is never required to contract maximally in its stronger positions. This compromises the potential effectiveness of these devices from the standpoint of stimulating maximal improvements in strength through the full ROM. An additional disadvantage of free weight exercise is that a partner or "spotter" is often required to safely perform certain lifts. The lower part of the back is especially vulnerable to injury if proper technique is not used in lifting and lowering the weight from the floor.

Variable-resistance devices attempt to provide a resistance curve that matches the ideal strength curve of the exercising muscle. Resistance is varied with cams and pulleys, which ultimately provides the exerciser with a mechanical advantage at certain points through the ROM. The intended effect is to allow a variable resistance through the ROM to provide a maximal overload throughout. Theoretically, this would provide a more effective stimulus to the exercising muscle and result in a greater full-range effect.

For both constant- and variable-resistance exercise devices, performing repetitions with a slow controlled movement is recommended. Rapid movements under load are associated with the development of momentum that minimizes potential training effects. In addition, rapid movements may be associated with dangerously high impact forces and an increased risk of injury.

Isokinetic resistance machines are designed for exercise at a preselected constant velocity of movement. Once a constant velocity is achieved, resistance is supposed to be supplied to the exercising muscle equal to the amount of force produced at all points through a given ROM. In theory, this allows the exercising muscle to contract maximally at all points through its ROM. Moreover, this could be accomplished at speeds of movement that simulate those used in the performance of certain athletic or functional activities.

A major limitation of isokinetic exercise machines is that it is impossible to move at a constant velocity through a full ROM. Acceleration and deceleration occur at the beginning and end of isokinetic exercises. Acceleration occurs as the exercising body segment "catches up" to the machine's movement arm, and deceleration occurs as the limb nears its limits of joint movement. Since the exercising limb is not moving at the preset speed of movement, maximal resistance is not provided at these positions. Acceleration and deceleration of a different nature occur as the dynamometer attempts to control the speed of movement. When the exercising limb accelerates beyond the preset speed of movement, it is immediately slowed by a sudden and partial braking and releasing of the machine's movement arm. This leads to the development of potentially harmful impact forces. Greater speeds of movement result in progressively greater impact forces. These impact forces are referred to as "torque overshoot" and represent an artifact of isokinetic testing. In addition to increasing the variability associated with estimating the true isokinetic torque, impact forces may result in injury to the exercising muscle or its associated joint structures. Finally, with the exception of some recent models, isokinetic resistance devices fail to provide resistance during the eccentric phase of muscular contraction. The major limitation of variable-resistance machines is that they fail to account for individual differences in the shapes of strength curves. The resistance curve provided by a particular machine may be appropriate for one individual and inappropriate for another.

A program of resistance training must be progressive in order to continue to produce gains in muscular strength and endurance. To ensure continued gains in strength, the intensity of training must be increased or maintained. In order to ensure maximal improvements in muscular endurance, the volume of training must be steadily progressed. In either case, the rate of progression should be gradual. A typical convention is to increase the resistance by 5% when the exerciser is able to complete the prescribed number of repetitions per set for a given exercise. This will minimize the risk of muscular and/or orthopaedic injury. Finally, any improvements in muscular strength and/or endurance brought about by a training program are of limited value if training is not continued. With detraining, a large part of the improvement in muscular strength and endurance will eventually be lost. Therefore, it is recommended that training be carried on systematically throughout one's lifetime. However, once a new level of conditioning is attained, maintenance of muscular strength and endurance may be achieved through a program of reduced training. This usually involves a decrease in the frequency of training. A recent study that investigated the effects of reduced training on the maintenance of isolated knee extension strength found that the improvements in strength achieved during an initial 18-week training period at a frequency of three times per week were maintained following a 12-week program of reduced training at frequencies of one or two times per week. The key component in the maintenance of muscular strength appears to be the intensity of training.
If the intensity of training is maintained, improved levels of strength are not lost. Even though the long-term (greater than 12 weeks) effects of reduced resistance training have yet to be established, it appears that it takes less to maintain than it does to attain strength and endurance. It is important to recognize that missing a workout once in a while should have no significant effect on maintaining strength and endurance. The main point is not to stop training altogether.

**REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCURATE EVALUATION OF LUMBAR EXTENSION FUNCTION**

The primary function of skeletal muscle is to generate force. In most instances, forces generated by skeletal muscles are used for anatomic stabilization or to produce movement. The accurate quantification of the force-generating capacity of the lumbar extensor muscles requires isolation of the lumbar extensors via pelvic stabilization, compensation for the influence of gravity on upper body mass, testing through a full ROM, and a safe and reliable method of testing.

**Pelvic Stabilization**

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, only a small portion of the total trunk extension movement is due to lumbar extension. Under normal circumstances, the lumbar extensors work in conjunction with the larger, more powerful gluteus and hamstring muscles (which rotate the pelvis) to extend the trunk. This compound movement, consisting of pelvic rotation and lumbar extension, is often referred to as lumbar-pelvic rhythm and encompasses approximately 180 degrees of movement. The lumbar extensor muscles are capable of approximately 72 degrees of trunk extension.\(^{18,38}\)

To isolate the lumbar extensors from the muscles that rotate the pelvis, pelvic stabilization is required.\(^{27,70,77}\) One method of stabilizing the pelvis when testing lumbar extension strength in the seated position is to restrict pelvic rotation by applying a restraining force to the lower extremities (Fig 22-1). When the legs are adequately restrained, backward rotation of the pelvis is minimized. Smidt et al.\(^{77}\) have documented the effectiveness of this strategy for stabilizing the pelvis and have shown that a considerable error in lumbar extension strength measurement occurs when the pelvis is not adequately stabilized. Further evidence of the importance of pelvic stabilization to isolate the lumbar extensors comes from the results of lumbar extension exercise training with and without pelvic stabilization. Graves et al.\(^{30}\) showed that isolated lumbar extension strength was not affected by training on “low back” exercise machines that did not stabilize the pelvis. This study will be covered in more detail later in this chapter.

**Gravity Compensation**

When evaluating muscular function in the sagittal plane, gravitational force will act upon the mass of the involved body parts and influence the observed torque measurements.\(^{39,52,66,89}\) Head, arms, and torso mass detract from lumbar extension torque measurements when the trunk is in flexed positions and adds to the measurements made in extended positions of the ROM (See Fig 22-2). Winter et al.\(^{89}\) have reported that when gravitational forces are not considered during muscular strength testing, measurement errors may exceed 500%. The magnitude of error associated with a lack of gravity compensation for body

**FIG 22-1.**

Restraining mechanisms for isolating the lumbar extensor muscles. A force that is imposed against the bottom of the feet is transmitted by the lower parts of the legs to the femurs at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. The knee and thigh restraints limit upward movement of the knees, upper aspect of the thighs, and pelvis. The pelvic restraint prevents movement of the pelvis in the direction of extension.
mass when evaluating lumbar extension function has been described by Fulton et al. and represents as much as 25% of the mean torque values (Fig 22-2).

Some dynamometers have employed correction algorithms and/or mechanical devices to compensate for the effects of gravitational force on muscular torque measurements. However, there has been little research to validate the accuracy of these procedures. Recently, Pollock et al. studied the accuracy of a counterweight procedure designed to compensate for the effect of gravity acting upon upper body mass during IM lumbar extension torque testing. The authors used a prototype lumbar extension machine (MedX; Ocala, Fla) that allowed testing in the sagittal plane while using the counterweight procedure. The machine could also be rotated 90 degrees to enable testing in the transverse plane without the need for a counterweight because gravity no longer influences upper body mass in the direction of lumbar extension (Fig 22-3). Seventy-four subjects were tested isometrically through a 72-degree ROM in both planes. The resulting torque curves indicated no significant difference between the two conditions from 72 to 12 degrees of extension (Fig 22-4). The difference observed at 0 degrees (15 newton-meters) was small, and the correlation between tests was $r = 0.91$. These data validate the effectiveness of the counterweight procedure to compensate for upper body mass during IM lumbar extension strength testing in the seated position.

Importance of Testing Through a Full Range of Motion

The normal IM lumbar extension torque curve is linear, descends from flexion to extension, and encompasses a ROM of approximately 72 degrees. Patients with LBP and individuals who are predisposed for LBP due to existing pathologies often exhibit a limited ROM and abnormally shaped IM lumbar extension torque curves that are characterized by weakness at certain positions in the ROM (Fig 22-5) but not necessarily through the entire ROM. Testing at a single position or through a limited

![Figure 22-3](image-url)  
Lateral lumbar extension machine (MedX Corp., Ocala, Fla). This machine was used for data collected in Figure 22-4.
The importance of full-ROM evaluation is further illustrated by athletes involved in unique training programs. Waterskiing, for example, overloads the lumbar extensors in the extended portion of the ROM as the skier leans back to resist the pull of the tow boat. As a result of this overload and the principle of specificity of training, water-skiers are unusually strong in the extended portion of the ROM but not in flexion (Fig 22-6). Full-ROM lumbar extension strength training generally produces the greatest effect in the extended portion of the ROM (to be discussed later in "training responses"). A case study involving 10 weeks of lumbar extension strength training at a frequency of once every 2 weeks (five training sessions) by a competitive slalom skier, however, showed a 60% increase in strength in full flexion (72 degrees of lumbar flexion) and a 22% improvement in strength at 20 degrees of lumbar flexion, which was the initial position of peak strength.

The specific adaptations to waterskiing and to full-ROM lumbar extension strength training in a previously untrained water-skier could only be observed by accurate full-ROM evaluation.

Dynamic exercise tests do not have the ability to assess strength through a full ROM. Isotonic tests are limited to the quantification of strength at the weakest position in a ROM. Isokinetic tests are associated with a period of acceleration at the beginning of the ROM and a period of deceleration at the end of the ROM. The acceleration and deceleration phases of the test are responsible for producing a bell-shaped curve that is characteristic of all isokinetic exercise tests, regardless of the muscle group being evaluated. The amount of information lost during an isokinetic

---

**FIG 22-4.**
Isometric torque values for lumbar extension strength testing in the sagittal plane with upper body mass counterweighted (CTWT) and in the transverse plane without the need for counterweighting (NO CTWT). (From Pollock M, Graves J, Leggett S, et al: Med Sci Sports Exerc 1991; 23(suppl):66. Used by permission.)

**FIG 22-5.**
Example of an abnormal isometric lumbar extension strength curve. Note the weakness at 36 degrees of lumbar flexion that is causing a deviation from the normal linear torque curve by angle relationship.

**FIG 22-6.**
test depends on the speed of movement and can consist of as much as 50% of the ROM during lumbar extension strength testing.23

Due to the limitations of assessing strength through a ROM with dynamic exercise tests, IM measures are often used to describe strength through a ROM.46 IM strength of compound lumbar-pelvic function has been evaluated.52 A multi-joint angle IM exercise test has been described that can accurately assess isolated lumbar extension torque through a full ROM.25 Advantages of this test include a high degree of reliability and low variability in addition to providing a full ROM profile for lumbar extension torque. The accuracy of isokinetic measures of muscular strength have been questioned due to the need for mathematical interpretation of the oscillations in observed torque (impact forces) caused by constant braking and releasing of the servomechanism that controls movement velocity.4, 62, 63, 76 Because IM exercise tests involve no movement, impact forces are not found when the generation of muscular tension is slow and controlled.

While IM measures of muscular torque have the advantage of reliability, accuracy, and provision of a full-ROM profile, multi-joint-angle IM tests can be limited by fatigue associated with the testing procedure. Graves et al.25 showed that the shape of the IM lumbar extension torque curve is influenced by the order of testing, i.e., IM lumbar extension torque measurements are affected by the previously performed IM contractions. This order effect is not influenced by exercise training. Therefore, as long as the order of testing is standardized, a multi-joint-angle test can be used to quantify changes in strength through a full ROM. When it is imperative to obtain maximal IM torque measurements at multiple positions through a ROM, a sufficient amount of time between contractions must be allowed to ensure adequate recovery.

### Reliability of Isometric Testing

In order for test results to be meaningful, they must be reliable. Otherwise, it is impossible to determine whether deviations from normative data or changes resulting from intervention programs represent true differences or whether they are a reflection of the unreliability of the test. Graves et al.25 evaluated the reliability and variability associated with measuring IM lumbar extension strength through a 72-degree ROM. One hundred thirty-six men and women completed IM lumbar extension strength tests on 3 separate days. On days 1 and 2, subjects completed two tests separated by a 20- to 30-minute rest interval. For each test, IM lumbar extension torque was measured at 72, 60, 48, 36, 24, 12, and 0 degrees of lumbar flexion. The mean IM torque values, within day reliability coefficients and test variability over the seven positions measured, improved from day 1 to day 2. Mean strength values and reliability statistics showed no further improvements from day 2 to day 3. Values for single test variability ranged from 20.3 to 24.3 newton-meters (Nm), which represented 6.7% to 11.0% of the mean torque value (see Table 22–1). Because of the improvements noticed from day 1 to day 2, a practice test is recommended to obtain the most reliable results for the lumbar extension muscles. Using the most reliable data observed, Graves et al.25 reported normative IM lumbar extension torque for men and

### TABLE 22–1.
Reliability of Multiple-Joint Angle Isometric Strength Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Joint Angle</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee extension*</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE/√2%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar extension*</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE/√2%</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical extension*</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE/√2%</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical rotation*</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE/√2%</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso rotation**</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE/√2%</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient describing test-retest reliability.


women. The normal curves are linear and descend from flexion to extension (Fig 22–7).

The variability of muscular strength measures made on humans under the most carefully standardized conditions is generally 5% to 10%. This variability is considered to be normal human biocuration and is caused by the fact that there are a variety of factors that can influence human strength on a day-to-day basis. Some important factors that can influence human strength measurements include but are not limited to the amount of sleep, the time of day, the time since the last meal, recent physical activity, physiologic stress, and motivation. It is prudent to standardize as many of the factors as possible to obtain the most reliable test results.

Research from our laboratory on the reliability of multiple-root-angle IM strength testing has also been evaluated for the knee extensors, cervical extensors, and the muscles that rotate the torso and neck (MedX). Results from these studies are summarized in Table 22–1. The data show a high degree of repeatability and low variability for all muscle groups studied through a full ROM. The only exception is variability associated with the measurement of torso rotation torque in the fully contracted position (22%).

Safety

An additional advantage of IM testing is that it is a relatively safe method to evaluate muscular strength. Momentum developed during dynamic modes of exercise often results in impact forces when this momentum is suddenly halted. This occurs during isokinetic exercise when

the acceleration of the involved body part is halted by the movement arm of the device as it attempts to maintain preset velocity. The impact forces resulting from this situation represent a testing artifact (described as torque overshoot) and are potentially dangerous, especially in patients with LBP. Research has shown that isokinetic trunk extension torque production can increase with increasing movement speed. This is in violation of the force-velocity relationship for muscular contraction (i.e., maximal force production decreases as movement velocity increases). These data cannot be explained physiologically and probably result from the inability to accurately interpret the impact forces associated with isokinetic exercise testing, i.e., the greater the speed of movement, the greater the impact forces generated.

Testing for Lumbar Extension Net Muscular Torque

The mechanical properties of skeletal muscle have elastic and contractile components. Elastic and strain (compression) energy may also be stored in connective tissue and bone. Measured torque resulting from voluntary muscular contraction is a combination of torque generated by the stored energy of the stretched (or contracted) muscle and its associated joint structures and force generated by the excitation-coupling process. Although both the elastic and contractile properties of muscle have been studied in vitro and in vivo, there has been no attempt to separate and quantify these two components in vivo by using computerized dynamometry.

The total torque generated during lumbar extension testing in the seated position consists of voluntary and involuntary components. Involuntary torque has been observed in the flexed positions of the ROM when subjects have been instructed to relax prior to voluntary contraction. Presumably this involuntary or "stored energy" torque represents the sum of the elastic energy of the fully stretched lumbar extensor muscles; the upward force on the torso caused by compression of the abdomen and the downward force of gravity acting upon the torso (if no counterweight is used to compensate for torso mass).

To quantify the involuntary and contractile components of measured torque during lumbar extension, an experiment was conducted in which subjects were secured in a lumbar extension machine with the addition of a harness that was designed to hold the torso against the movement arm of the machine. The movement arm was positioned and locked at the first test angle (72 degrees of lumbar flexion), and the subjects were instructed to relax. The subjects’ involuntary torque (stored energy) was displayed on a computer monitor (Fig 22–8) and recorded.

After the involuntary torque was recorded by the computer, the subjects were requested to perform a maximal IM contraction. The maximal or total torque value ob-

---

**FIG 22–7.**

served represents the torque generated by muscular contraction plus the torque due to the previously described involuntary factors. Subtracting the involuntary torque from the total torque measurement yields a measure of NMT. The NMT measure is the torque generated by volitional muscular contraction.

This procedure was then repeated at six additional test positions through the 72-degree ROM. Following the test, total-torque and NMT curves were compared. The area between these two curves represents the involuntary torque that was generated throughout the lumbar extensor ROM. As illustrated in Figure 22-9, involuntary factors can dramatically affect total functional torque. At 72 degrees of lumbar flexion, involuntary factors accounted for over 20% of the total torque value.

The concept of NMT is unique because it describes the force due to volitional contraction with the exclusion of other variables that can influence muscular torque measurements. Because of the limitations associated with dynamic torque measurements NMT can only be obtained during IM strength testing. The ability to quantify NMT will improve the ability to interpret and monitor measurements of lumbar function.

Fatigue Characteristics of the Lumbar Extensors

The fatigue characteristics of skeletal muscle have been studied and described in detail. As previously described in this chapter, the fatigue characteristics of skeletal muscle are to a large extent related to the fiber-type composition of the muscle. The most common methodology used to investigate muscle fiber-type composition has been the histochemical treatment of muscle biopsies. This technique is invasive, requires sophisticated biochemical laboratory equipment and highly trained personnel, and obviously cannot be applied practically by the average health care professional interested in muscle fatigue characteristics. In addition, the technique is limited in its inability to differentiate along a continuum of fiber types and produces highly variable results in humans due to the inability to obtain sufficient quantities of muscle for evaluation. More importantly, while histochemical analysis of muscle biopsies may qualitatively describe muscle fiber-type composition, it does not provide a measure of muscular performance.

Fatigue characteristics of the isolated lumbar extensors may be evaluated by using the following three-part testing procedure. This procedure has been referred to as a fatigue response test (FRT). Subjects are first positioned and secured in the lumbar extension machine so that the pelvis is stabilized as previously described. Then the multi-joint-angle IM lumbar extension test described earlier is performed through a full ROM. Immediately following the IM test, subjects complete a dynamic exercise with a preselected weight load. We have successfully used a weight load equal to 50% of the peak torque generated at 72 degrees of lumbar flexion during the IM lumbar extension torque test. Subjects perform as many dynamic variable-resistance lumbar extensions as possible until the weight load can no longer be lifted through a full 72 degrees of ROM (volitional fatigue). To ensure standardization of the procedure, subjects/patients are instructed to maintain an exercise cadence of 2 seconds for the concentric phase of the contraction (lifting the weight), a 1-second pause in the extended position, and 4 seconds for the
eccentric phase of the contraction (lowering the weight). Finally, within 60 seconds following the final dynamic repetition, subjects complete a second, seven-angle, maximal-effort IM test. A subject's "fresh" IM torque curve and the IM torque curve generated immediately following the dynamic exercise are compared for analysis. The area separating the two curves represent the fatigue associated with performing the dynamic exercise.

The fatigue response of subjects completing the three-part FRT is a continuum. Figure 22–10 illustrates the results of two subjects who demonstrate dramatically different responses to the FRT. The two bottom test results (at 72 degrees) represent a subject whose fresh IM strength was increased by 8% following six dynamic lumbar extensions with a moderate level of resistance. The top two test results (at 72 degrees) represent a subject who lost 45% of his fresh IM strength following only six dynamic lumbar extensions, also to moderate fatigue. Both subjects exercised with the same work load (200 lb). These two varied responses are likely due to differences in fiber-type composition. The relationship between muscle fiber-type composition and the fatigue characteristics of skeletal muscle is well documented.16, 20

Current pre-employment strength testing procedures often use peak torque as a predictor of how well suited an individual may be for job-related tasks requiring a frequent amount of lifting.40 The basis for this rationale is that stronger individuals are less likely to suffer a low back injury when placed in situations requiring repetitive or heavy lifting. There is evidence to suggest, however, that in certain situations it is the stronger worker who is at a greater risk for injury. This may be due to the fact that stronger individuals often fatigue rapidly. It cannot be overlooked, however, that stronger individuals may be more likely to be placed into high-risk jobs.

The FRT may be a better predictor of an individual's risk for back injury than peak torque is. Those individuals who demonstrate a large decrement in strength with only a few repetitions of exercise may not be suited for jobs requiring repetitive lifting despite their ability to generate high levels of peak torque. Thus, the FRT may provide a useful method of evaluating the risk of low back dysfunction in an industrial setting. In addition, fatigue response characteristics are important to consider for the most appropriate prescription of resistance training exercises for the development and maintenance of muscular strength.

Most individuals (approximately 70%) show a 10% to 25% decrease in strength following the FRT. Approximately 10% are fatigue resistant and show less than a 10% reduction in strength. Another 20% show a high degree of fatigue (>25% decrease in strength). Individuals with greater than 25% fatigue responses tend to be either very strong individuals or patients with LBP. Patients/subjects who show extreme fatigability during the FRT should train less frequently and with fewer repetitions (6 to 8 repetitions) of exercise. Those who show little or no fatigue can train more frequently and with a greater number of repetitions (15 to 20 repetitions). Continued research is warranted to clarify the relationship between muscular endurance of the lumbar spine, risk of LBP, and the prescription of back exercise.

**EXERCISE TRAINING RESPONSES OF THE LUMBAR SPINE**

**Lumbar Extension Exercise Training in Subjects Without Low Back Pain**

This section will deal with our 5 years' experience in exercise training of the isolated lumbar extensor muscles. Where appropriate, comparisons with other training studies from the literature will be made and recommendations

---

**FIG 22–10.**

Isometric torque values prior to and following an acute bout of dynamic lumbar extension exercise (fatigue response test [FRT]).
for exercise prescription inferred. The MedX lumbar extension machine (Ocala, Fla) was used for all investigations.

One of our first training studies was conducted on 25 healthy volunteers: 18 men (aged 33 ± 11 years) and 7 women (22 ± 1 years). Fifteen of these subjects were assigned to an exercise group that trained 1 day per week for 10 weeks. Ten were assigned to a no-exercising control group. Training consisted of one set of full-ROM, variable-resistance lumbar extension exercises with a weight load that allowed 6 to 15 repetitions to volitional fatigue (maximal effort). Both groups were tested before and after training by using the multiple-joint, seven-angle IM testing protocol mentioned earlier.

The results showed that the exercise group significantly improved their isolated IM lumbar extension strength through a full 72 degrees of ROM while the controls did not change (Fig 22-11). A unique finding of this study was the magnitude of the training response of the isolated lumbar extensor muscles. The 42% increase at 72 degrees (full flexion) to a 102% increase at 0 degrees (full extension) is much higher than what is normally found following training of other muscle groups. A review by Fleck and Kraemer showed that the average increase in strength for most studies using IM or isotonic testing and training of a variety of different muscle groups was between 20% and 30%. It has been shown that participants who are untrained and who are low in strength with respect to their potential for strength gain have a greater capacity to acquire strength than do those who are highly trained or who are already close to their maximum strength potential. de Vries and Fleck and Kraemer, in recent reviews of exercise prescription for resistance training, alluded to the importance of this concept when evaluating the effectiveness of training programs. Thus, the magnitude of the training response observed for the isolated lumbar extensor muscles shows that they were initially very weak. Another significant factor was that 10 of the 15 subjects in the exercise group had been training regularly on the Nautilus low back machine (Nautilus Sports Medical Industries, Inc., Independence, Va). If the lumbar extensor muscles had been trained, further increases in strength would not have been expected.

How can these unusually large increases in strength of the lumbar extensors, in particular, the latter half of the ROM, be explained? A reasonable explanation is that the strength of these muscles is not normally developed or maintained with existing exercise methods. These machines do not isolate the lumbar extensor muscles through pelvic stabilization. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, without proper stabilization of the pelvis, the larger, stronger gluteus and hamstring muscles do most of the exercise in back extension. This situation may be equivalent to that of a muscle that has been placed into a cast; it is in a state of chronic disuse, atrophies quickly, and loses its size and strength. Thus, it appears that the lumbar extensor muscles never develop strength to their full potential and become atrophied from chronic disuse. This has important implications for primary prevention and rehabilitation of LBP since the lumbar extensor muscles seem to be the weak “link” in the “muscle chain” that protects the lower part of the back.

Whether the magnitude of strength gain found in this study was attributable to hypertrophy related to specific biochemical or histochemical adaptations to training or neural factors was not studied. But based on the time course of strength improvement discussed earlier by Moritani and de Vries, most likely some of the early changes in strength could be attributable to neural factors, with hypertrophy being predominant thereafter. Some have suggested that a learning factor may have influenced the magnitude of strength gain. As mentioned in the evaluation and reliability section of this chapter, the learning associated with the testing procedure takes place during the initial test. Since the subjects in this study had multiple tests initially and since the control group showed no increase in strength during the course of the study, learning was not considered an attributable factor in the results of this study.

As mentioned earlier, frequency of training is an important component of the exercise prescription for resistance training. Most experts recommend three training ses-
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**FIG 22-11.**

Torque (newton-meters) measurements for isometric strength of the lumbar extensor muscles at 0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 degrees of lumbar flexion. T1 and T2 show measurements before and after 10-week training, respectively. Data represent means ± SEM. (From Pollock ML, Legget SH, Graves JE, et al: Am J Sports Med 1989; 17:624 - 629. Used by permission.)
sions per week for optimal results.\textsuperscript{20, 73, 88} Although the strength increase from our initial training study was considered unusually large, only 1 day per week of training was used. Would a lesser or greater frequency of training elicit a different response? To answer this question 72 healthy men (31 ± 9 years old) and 42 women (28 ± 10 years old) volunteered to train for 12 weeks and were randomly assigned to training frequencies of one time every 2 weeks, one time per week, two times per week, or three times per week or to a nonexercising control group.\textsuperscript{20} Each training session consisted of one set of full-ROM dynamic, variable-resistance exercise with a work load that allowed 8 to 12 repetitions to volitional fatigue. Figure 22–12 shows the adjusted post-training IM torque values for the various groups. When compared with the control group all exercise training groups improved their strength through a full ROM. Although there was a trend for the once-every-2-week group to show a smaller strength increase with training, the increases in torque found post-training were not statistically significant among groups.

Whether the groups exercising twice or three times per week would improve to a greater extent if they were allowed a longer time period to adapt to training was investigated in a follow-up study. Eighty-five of the subjects from the previously mentioned 12-week training study continued to exercise in the same manner for an additional 8 weeks for a total of 20 weeks of training. Increases in IM torque found at 20 weeks of training for the various exercise groups again showed no significant difference among groups.\textsuperscript{7} Since the group training once every 2 weeks increased their dynamic training weight to a lesser extent than did the other exercise groups and because there were no differences among the groups training once, twice, or three times per week, 1 day per week of lumbar extension training is recommended for normal use.

The aforementioned studies of Pollock et al.,\textsuperscript{72} Graves et al.,\textsuperscript{76} and Carpenter et al.\textsuperscript{7} all showed unusually large increases in isolated lumbar extension strength, with a greater magnitude of gain shown in the latter half of the ROM. Since most training studies in the literature have been conducted for 10- to 12-week durations, little evidence is available concerning further increases in strength beyond 12 weeks.\textsuperscript{20} Also, most studies have only reported peak strength; thus inference as to whether strength increases are proportional through the full ROM is not well documented.

Carpenter et al.\textsuperscript{7} evaluated the shape of the IM torque curve following 12 and 20 weeks of isolated lumbar extension training. The data from Figure 22–13 show that most of the increase in strength associated with lumbar extension exercise occurred during the first 12 weeks of training. Training up to 20 weeks showed no change in peak strength (72 degrees of lumbar flexion) from the 12-week testing period, but significant increases were found from 48 to 60 degrees of lumbar flexion. The time-by-angle interaction statistic showed that there was a change in the shape
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**FIG 22–12.**
Adjusted post-training isometric torques for the control group and the groups that trained dynamically every other week (1 X 2WK), once per week (1 X WK), twice per week (2 X WK), and three times per week (3 X WK). *Control is less than 1 X 2WK, 1 X WK, 2 X WK, 3 X WK (P < .05). (From Graves JE, Pollock ML, Foster D, et al. Spine 1990; 15:504–509. Used by permission.)
of the lumbar extension IM strength curve. The ratio of torque from 72 to 0 degrees of lumbar flexion was reduced from 2.3:1 prior to training to 1.6:1 at 12 weeks and 1.4:1 at 20 weeks. The flattening of the torque curve in the extended positions following training supports the contention that the lumbar extensor muscles are disproportionately weak in the mid to extended parts of the ROM. One of the more important points that can be surmised from this study is the importance of full-ROM testing and training, for if only peak torque were measured, inferences made from the results would have been different and limited.

To evaluate the specificity of IM training for developing lumbar extension strength, 14 volunteers trained with IM exercise at the same seven angles that are used for testing. They trained one time per week for 12 weeks and were compared with a group that exercised dynamically once per week with variable resistance. Figure 22-14 shows that both the IM and variable-resistance training groups made significant and similar improvements in IM torque through the full ROM when compared with the control group. Thus, the results show that multiple-joint-angle IM training is as effective as dynamic training for developing full-ROM IM lumbar extension strength.

The full-range effect of the IM training was not surprising since it has been shown that both IM and dynamic training at specific joint angles results in a strength effect on either side of trained areas. The dynamic exercise was performed in a slow controlled manner that simulated the multiple IM efforts. This plus the variable-resistance cam were effective in ensuring a full-ROM training response. Thus, either IM or dynamic variable-resistance training can be recommended for developing lumbar extension strength. Also, improvements in strength from periodic IM testing can be expected to stimulate improvement in some patients or research subjects.

To evaluate the effects of volume of training on lumbar extension strength, 110 volunteers exercised one time per week for 12 weeks with either one (n = 42) or two (n = 53) sets with 8 to 12 repetitions per set to volitional fatigue. The results showed significant and similar full-ROM strength improvements for both exercise groups as compared with the controls (see Fig 22-15). Although the multiple-set (volume of training) issue is controversial, it appears that with the lumbar extensor muscles an added set of exercise has no advantage for most subjects. Whether three sets of lumbar extension training would be superior to one set is not known, but based on the magnitude of results already found with one set plus the added time and cost that would result from a program of three sets per day, it would not be recommended.

To evaluate the effect of pelvic stabilization during variable-resistance lumbar extension training on isolated IM lumbar extension strength, 72 healthy men and women (aged 31.8 ± 10 years) trained 1 day per week for 12 weeks. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four
FIG 22-14.
Adjusted post-training isometric torques for the control and the groups that trained isometrically one time per week (1X/WK) and dynamically one time per week (IM-1X/WK). *Control is less than IM-1X/WK, 1X/WK (P < .05) (From Graves JE, Pollock ML, Foster D, et al; Spine 1990; 15:504 - 509. Used by permission.)

groups: Eagle (n = 19; Cybex, Ronkonkoma, NY); Nautilus (n = 19; Nautilus Sports Medical Industries, Independence, Va); MedX (n = 19; Ocala, Fla); and a control (n = 15). Only the MedX lumbar extension machine isolated the lumbar extensor muscles through pelvic stabilization. All training groups improved significantly in the dynamic training weight used for each specific apparatus (Eagle, 19.8 kg; Nautilus, 18.8 kg; and MedX, 23.8 kg). Adjusted post-training isolated IM torques, however, increased significantly only in the MedX group (see Fig 22-16). These data showed that pelvic stabilization is required to effectively condition the lumbar extensor muscles. Improve-

FIG 22-15.
Torque (newton-meters) measurements for isometric strength of the lumbar extensor muscles at 0 to 72 degrees of lumbar flexion. Data show pre-training and post-training results of groups that trained by doing either one set or two sets of exercises. (Data from Graves JE, Holmes BL, Leggett SH, et al; Single versus multiple set dynamic and isometric lumbar extension training. Presented at the World Confederation for Physical Therapy 11th International Congress, London 1991, pp 1340 - 1342.)
ments in the dynamic training weight noted for those groups that exercised without pelvic stabilization were likely due to strength increases in the gluteus and hamstring muscles.

An important question concerning both the primary prevention and rehabilitative settings is how much exercise training is necessary to maintain strength once it has been attained? It is generally known for both aerobic endurance and strength training exercise that it takes less to maintain fitness than it does to attain it. The key factor is not to stop altogether (detrain). It appears that frequency and duration of training can be greatly reduced, and as long as intensity of effort is maintained, a significant reduction in fitness will not occur. For example, Graves et al. trained 50 healthy volunteers aged 25 ± 5 years two to three times per week for up to 18 weeks. Training consisted of one set of seven to ten repetitions of bilateral knee extension exercise to fatigue. Subjects were then placed into groups who stopped or reduced their training to 2 or 1 day/week for 12 weeks. The detraining group lost 68% of the IM strength that they gained during training, while the groups that completed at least one quality workout per week maintained their strength.

Although the above-mentioned study has important implications for long-term fitness and rehabilitation programs, how might it relate to the lumbar extensor muscles that need to be exercised only 1 day per week? To investigate this question Tucci et al. trained 50 volunteers for 10 to 12 weeks with isolated lumbar extension exercise. After this training period, subjects were randomized into a group that detrained and into two groups that reduced their training to once every 2 weeks or once every 4 weeks for 12 weeks. Training consisted of one set of 8 to 12 repetitions of dynamic variable-resistance exercise to fatigue. The detraining group lost strength significantly through the full ROM (Fig 22-17). Both reduced training groups were able to maintain their lumbar extension strength with only a nonsignificant trend for the group training once every 4 weeks to decrease in strength from 0 to 24 degrees of ROM (see Figs 22-18 and 22-19). The important finding of this study is that once a participant/patient reaches a certain strength level in a preventive/rehabilitative program, he can maintain most if not all of his strength by returning to the clinic just one time per month. This would be considered cost-effective for long-term management of LBP and feasible for patients who have busy schedules or who live in an outlying area to the clinic.

The importance of accurate full-range testing was evident in the reduced-training study because if only peak torque were known, interpretation of the results would have been limited. For example, the detraining group lost 89% of their previous gains in their strongest position but were able to maintain approximately 60% at their weakest point.

Because reduced training frequency has important implications for long-term preventive and rehabilitative programs, more research is necessary to evaluate lesser frequencies of training and to conduct experiments over a longer time period. Even so, because of the trend for a decrease in strength in the last 24 degrees of ROM for the group training once every 4 weeks, it can probably be considered the minimal threshold of training necessary for full-ROM strength maintenance of the lumbar muscles (Fig 22-19).
FIG 22–17.
Isometric torque (newton-meters) following 12 weeks of training (TRAIN) and 12 weeks of detraining (DETRAIN). PRE = pretraining results. (From Tucci JT, Carpenter DM, Pollock ML, et al: *Spine*, in press. Used by permission.)

FIG 22–18.
Isometric torque (newton-meters) following 12 weeks of training (TRAIN) and 12 weeks of reduced training one time every 2 weeks. PRE = pretraining results. (From Tucci JT, Carpenter DM, Pollock ML, et al: *Spine*, in press. Used by permission.)
Exercise Training for Patients With Chronic Low Back Pain

Most of the preceding information on exercise training has been with healthy subjects without LBP. This section will describe our training studies with patients with chronic LBP.

Our first group experience with chronic LBP included 12 subjects (aged 41 ± 3 years) who had mild chronic LBP for at least 2 years. The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of variable-resistance training of the isolated lumbar extension muscles on the development of muscular strength and reduction of symptoms of chronic LBP. The evaluation included the seven-angle IM isolated lumbar extension test, a clinical examination, and the assessment of symptoms by the Prolo pain and Oswestry LBP disability questionnaires. Training consisted of one set of 10 to 15 repetitions of variable-resistance lumbar extension exercise 1 day per week for 12 weeks. Post-training adjusted values showed that IM torque increased significantly at all angles for the patients with LBP (Fig 22–20). A comparison group of normal healthy subjects made a slightly higher increase in strength from 0 to 24 degrees of lumbar flexion than did the patients. Training weights increased from 60 to 101 kg for patients with LBP and 68 to 110 kg for the subjects with no LBP.

The important finding of this study was the fact that LBP decreased significantly with training in patients with chronic LBP: 10 of 12 patients reported reduced functional status initially and 5 of 12 post-training (Prolo score), and the average Oswestry disability rating was 8% initially and 1% post-training. Thus, patients with mild chronic LBP may not present with lower-than-normal lumbar extension strength and appear to respond to resistance training in a similar fashion as normal subjects. More importantly, symptoms of LBP were decreased with specific training of the lumbar extensor muscles.

Even though the above-mentioned study showed promising results for relief of symptoms in patients with LBP, the study included a small sample and lacked the sophistication of having a randomized control group. Thus, a randomized clinical trial was designed and implemented with 55 patients with chronic LBP. Patients ranged from 22 to 65 years of age, and the average duration of pain was 65 months. Forty-six percent of the sample were not working due to LBP, and 35% reported workmen's compensation as their primary income. Prior to participation in the study, patients completed the West Haven–Yale Multidimensional Pain Inventory (WHYMPI) and Sickness Impact Profile and were tested for isolated IM lumbar extension strength. Subjects were then randomly assigned to a 10-week exercise group (n = 31) or a wait-list control...
Fig 22-20.

Adjusted post-training isometric torques for the control group, normal group, and group with chronic low back pain (LBP). Training was once per week for 12 weeks. Control is less than normal and patients with LBP at all angles tested (P < .05). (Data from MacMillan M, Pollock ML, Graves JE, et al: Effect of lumbar extensor resistance training on symptomatology and strength of patients with mild chronic low back pain. Unpublished data. Department of Orthopaedics and the Center for Exercise Science. University of Florida, 1988.)

Fig 22-21.

Data show the percent change in isometric torque for a control and treatment group from 0 to 72 degrees of lumbar flexion. The treatment group performed lumbar extensor exercise once per week for 12 weeks. (Data from Roos BV, Norvell NK, Pollock ML, et al: Spine, in press.)

Influence of limited-ROM exercise training on the development of full-ROM lumbar extension strength. Therefore, 58 healthy men and women (aged 30 ± 11 years) were randomly assigned to one of three training groups or to a control group that did not train. The exercise group trained with variable-resistance dynamic exercise two times per week for 4 weeks followed by one time per week for 6 weeks for a total of 10 weeks. The control group did not train and were instructed not to change their life-style.

There were no pretreatment differences between groups on measures of strength, prior medical history, self-reported pain, psychological distress, stress, or activity levels. Post-treatment results showed that the exercise group increased IM strength through a full ROM while the control group did not change (Fig 22-21). Self-reported pain was measured by a subscale of WHYMPII that ranged from 0 for no pain to 6 for severe pain. The exercise group reported a significant decrease in pain as compared with the control group as well as decreases in scores on the physical and psychosocial subscale of the Sickness Impact Profile. Thus, the findings from this randomized clinical trial suggest the results from our earlier study, i.e., increased full-range strength and decreased symptoms in the exercise group, as well as an increase in physical and psychosocial function in the exercise group.

Since progressive resistance exercise training has been shown to be so effective in increasing isolated lumbar extension strength in both primary and rehabilitative programs and because many patients with LBP have limited range of lumbar motion, there was a need to evaluate the
Since many patients with LBP have limited ROM in the lumbar spine, the above findings have important implications for rehabilitation programs. Patients who are limited in ROM due to muscle weakness may benefit beyond their range of training and increase ROM. Thus, conservative progression in ROM will not compromise strength gain in the adjacent ROM not exercised.
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